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60100-XNCF-KOSO CIVIC TYPER CARBONAERO BONNET

Installation • Handling manual

Thank you for purchasing the MUGEN product.

Please be sure to understand the following precautions before installing.

After installation, be sure to give this manual to the customer to explain the product and take precautions when handling it.

Please explain to the customer.

please note

1. Immediately after unpacking, check that the contents of the package (see the component list) are not missing or damaged.

2 Check the model of the vehicle to be installed before installation.

3. [Compatible model]

CIVIC TYPE

R

DBA-FK8

4 Problems due to processing, assembly failure, or misuse of this product ・ For accidents, we one I am not responsible for it

please note that.

5. Genuine pa - Installation and removal of tsu - Please work according to the screw manual.

6 When tightening bolts and nuts, be sure to use a tool with the correct dimensions. Also, the tightening torque

If instructed, tighten to the specified torque.

7. Periodically check for loose bolts and check the mounting condition.

If you have any questions, please contact us at the following.

Domestic Sales Section, Product Division, M-TEC Co., Ltd.

2-15-11 Hizaoricho, Asaka City, Saitama Prefecture 351-8586

[Business Hours 1o: 00 ~ 11: 00 (Saturdays and Sundays) ・ public holiday ・ (Excluding regular holidays designated by us)]

TEL. 048-462-3131 FAX. 048-462-3121

To customers

1. D If the allo bonnet is damaged or deformed due to an accident or contact, repair or remove it immediately.

Driving as it is is extremely dangerous as it may cause an accident.

2 Avoid car washing with an automatic car wash machine. D Unreasonable force may be applied to the allo bonnet, causing damage.

There is.

3. Regularly bolt ・ Check for loose nuts, looseness, etc., and check the mounting condition.
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[Component list]

No. PARTS NAME.

① Aero bonnet

1

1

Four

Bolt M6X20

② ③

＇

[Necessary, strange tool]

・ Box wrench / 10mm · Spanner / 10mm · Socket wrench / lOmm · Torque wrench ・ Clip rim - Ba - ・ Touch-up paint of the 

same color as the body
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<< Precautions for work >> ・ Be careful not to damage the body and parts to be removed.

・ To prevent injury, wear protective equipment when working.

・ Work while having another person hold it.

・ Be sure to use an appropriate tool (tool size).

I. Removing the genuine bonnet

(1) A washer that opens the genuine bonnet and connects the vehicle body side and the bonnet side. - Chu - Disconnect the device.
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② Remove the hood from the vehicle.

The bolt (A) for attaching the bonnet is reused when attaching the aero bonnet, so it may be lost or damaged.

/

＇

Lololo

Genuine ponnet

Bonnet Hizo /

(Reuse)
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<< Precautions for work >> ・ Be careful not to damage the body and parts to be removed.

・ To prevent injury, wear protective equipment when working.

・ Work while having another person hold it.

・ Be sure to use an appropriate tool (tool size).

II. Preparation for installation

① Place the removed bonnet on a flat surface and wash from the bonnet. - Remove the nozzle and washer -

Chu - Washer from Pu - Disconnect the nozzle.

Then from the hood - Washer with bu clip - Chu - Remove the device.

* Washer - Chu - When removing the bu - Be careful not to damage the clip clip.

Also washer - Chu - Washer as it may be damaged - When removing the nozzle

Be sure to wash - Nozzle and washer - Chu - Remove while holding both.

Washer - Nozzle, washer - Chu - Removal of

Washer - Chu - Bu

Washer - Chu - Bu
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<< Precautions for work >> ・ Be careful not to damage the body and parts to be removed.

・ To prevent injury, wear protective equipment when working.

・ Work while having another person hold it.

・ Be sure to use an appropriate tool (tool size).

II. D Installation of allo bonnet

① Washer - Chu - Pu and washer - Connect the nozzle and D Washer on the allo bonnet - nozzle

After installing - Install and fix the clip clip.

Enlarged view

* Washer - With nozzle

Make sure to connect

When.

Washer - nozzle

② D Apply the allo bonnet to the bonnet hinge and temporarily fix it with the bolt (A).

Tohinge

＇

(Reuse)

③ Washer on the car body side and bonnet side - Chu - Connect the devices with joints.
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* Washer - Chu - Bu and joint

Make sure to connect.

* Washer - Chu
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③ Fully tighten the temporarily fixed bolt (B) to the aero bonnet.

one

，

Aero bonnet

Bolt (B) Tightening torque

9.4N. M

(o.96kgf.m)

M6X20

-\ \

B |

| B

B B

④ Open and close the aero bonnet, check that it can be opened and closed normally, and fully tighten the bolt (A).

，

Aero bonnet

(Reuse)

Bolt (A) Tightening torque

9.4N. M

(O.96kgf.m)

◇ Precautions when closing the aero bonnet ◇

When closing the aero bonnet, striker - Gently lower it by hand until it engages.

Near the indicated position (striker) - Push in the part) to lock it.

※Note Striker - It's hard to lock, bonnet and fender - Gap is uneven one in the case of

Is next - Ji (dish aero)

Make adjustments by referring to (Adjustment of bonnet installation).
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<< Precautions for work >> ・ Be careful not to damage the body and parts to be removed.

・ Ke Moth prevention of Therefore, wear protective equipment when working.

・ Work is other of Do it while having someone hold it.

・ Be sure to use an appropriate tool (tool size).

Dish aero bonnet installation adjustment

1, front-back, left-right adjustment

① Bolts (a), (b), (c) one Loosen it and temporarily tighten it so that each part does not move.

Check and adjust the position and closing condition of the bonnet.

(2) Body (left and right fenders) by adjusting the front and rear and left and right directions of the bonnet hinge - ) And adjust the gap.

When adjusting the left / right direction, adjust the left / right position of the bonnet lock at the same time.

(3) After the front-back and left-right adjustments are completed, tighten and fix the bolts (a) and (b) to the specified torque.

Aeropon net

(d)

Bolt (b) (c) Tightening torque

9.4N. M

(o. 96kgf.m)

Bolt (a) Tightening torque

18N. m

(1.8kgf.m)

Bonnet To Lock

Bonnet lock

2, vertical adjustment

(1) Adjust the closing condition of the bonnet by adjusting the bonnet lock in the vertical direction. Also, bonnet lock

By adjustment, it is locked in the center without interference with the striker (e). To adjust.

(2) Adjust the front end of the bonnet in the vertical direction by rotating the bonnet cushion (d).

③ The bonnet is securely locked, and the sum - After confirming that it opens, tighten the bolt (C) to the specified torque.
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